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MICROPAYMENTS FOR PUBLICATIONS
Executive Presentation
=================================
The Clean Machine promises new sources
of revenue. Micropayments make possible
more specialized content and expanded
coverage.
Our NEWSPAPER TICKETS carry a unique
code and a monetary credit. The customer
buys a ticket, enters the short code, and
clicks on a price tag to make a purchase.
It’s simple, fast and fun to use.
Newspapers and magazines are ideal for
micropayment because they produce so much
new and original content. The Internet
has given them vast powers of
distribution, but if advertising is
insufficient, how can their business be
viable?
The solution is for editorial content
to be sold directly to the customer.
“No time to read” ... how often have we
heard that before? The Clean Machine
gives potential customers a way to make
better use of their time. By selling
individual items for individual prices,
they can focus on what they want most.
BUREAUS AND TICKETS
A “bureau” is a newspaper or magazine
that is part of the Clean Machine
Network. The Clean Machine collects money
from the customer for the purchase of a
Newspaper Ticket and then pays the owner
of the ticket window to which it is
applied. A ticket works and any bureau,
and you only have to log in once.
The Clean Machine makes no claim on
your content or advertising revenue. The
program is entirely web-based, so there
is no software to download and maintain.
Advertising on a Clean Machine site is
immune to ad blocking software.



A newspaper ticket costs $8. Money can
be added to it, up to $16 maximum.
“Ticket Window #1” is where you buy a
ticket or add money to it, and “Ticket
Window #9” is where you log in your
ticket. It only takes four characters,
and it only costs a penny.
TECHNICAL EXPERTISE
The Clean Machine brings technical
expertise to the rapidly-changing field of
Internet productivity. We can help you
pick your domain name, or sub-domain name.
Re-direction of your present domain to the
Clean Machine is another option. We will
setup and maintain your DNS records as well.
We will activate Google Analytics and
its Search Console to help your website be
found by indexing and optimization. Your
customers’ credit cards will be proscessed
using our up-to-date PCI Compliant
standards.
TICKET WINDOW
A ticket window describes each story or
item that is for sale. There is short
text, and usually, an image. Simply click
the price tag, and purchased content
opens in a new browser window. Content
can then be downloaded or enjoyed online.
Each ticket window has a two-digit
BADGE NUMBER in a little black box. It’s
next to the price tag, and appears again
with purchased content, confirming to the
customer what has been bought. If the
badge also appears in the print product,
readers are alerted that there is more,
related content that can be found online.
THE START PAGE
Each item of content has a ticket
window, and all the ticket windows appear
on the Start Page. Readers find it by
clicking the “CLEAN” button on the
bureau’s home page.
Even before a ticket has been logged
in, the Start Page has entertainment
value. The ticket windows scroll by
automatically with little pictures and
short descriptions. Videos can play short
previews.
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Controls at the top of the Start Page
control the scrolling of ticket windows.
If the publication uses sections, tabs
will jump straight to that section. Or a
badge number can simply be entered.
Because of your micropayment content
and the way the Start Page displays it,
visitors will spend more time with your
website.
Click the flag on the Start Page to
switch between Spanish and English. Click
the “?” mark to see the HELP text.
SPANISH
At this point in history, there is a
great wave of Hispanic immigration into
America. Our potential readers are often
more comfortable using Spanish.
When there is a Spanish version, Clean
Machine purchased content comes with both
languages. Click the flag to switch. Once
selected, this becomes the default
setting.
It’s much easier to start a Spanish
version of your project with the Clean
Machine than producing a new print
product.
Immigrants want to engage in the
debates other Americans are having. To be
informed and entertained. They want to
learn about their new country, and what
better way than with their local
newspaper or favorite magazine!
FREE TICKETS AND HOUSE ADS
Don’t make anything free if you don’t
want to. But the Clean Machine is a new
idea, and people will need encouragement
to try it.
There are two types of free tickets.
The $4.00 “funny money” free ticket is
good for promotions and incentives. It
starts with a balance of $4.00 in pretend
money and expires in about 30 days.
Another type of free ticket is the “Day
Pass”. This unique code appears in the
paper product (but not online). It’s a



way of giving readers of the paper
product access to the online version too,
for a limited time.
All free tickets work only at the
bureau that issues them.
A collection of house ads is available
on the FTP site. And please contribute
your own creations to this site for other
bureaus to share.
Underlying themes of Clean Machine
house ads touch on aspects of:
convenience, privacy, the pride of
ownership, and as a way to say “thank
you” to the creators of the content you
value. And sharing -- the TXT download is
good for including in email, and a
printed PDF is good for mailing, for
putting up on the bulletin board, or
preserving in an album.
THE SHOPPER ALTERNATIVE
A completely different approach would
be to offer content for free, or nearly
so, and rely for revenue on advertising.
You have a capacity for 24 Upright Ads
and 18 Box Ads. If your editorial draws a
big enough audience, advertisers will
welcome the opportunity.
The Uprights appear, three at a time,
in the right column of a Start Page. The
Box Ads can be placed where desired among
the ticket windows. For example, you are
charged $4 per week for an Upright Ad, or
$6 per week for a Box Ad. You get to sell
them for whatever you please, and keep
the revenue. Note: There is also a charge
for a free ticket window, 50 cents per
week.
Home Page buttons provide reports to
assist you in advertiser billing. A click
count is included.
BILLING EXAMPLES
Your share of the revenue from ticket
sales is 88 percent of the sales price.
Tickets are sold with credit cards, and
the Clean Machine pays the credit card
fee.
Your billing is a flat weekly charge
per badge. For example a 2-cent badge
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costs $1.00 per week, or a $2 badge costs
$6 per week. So to break even at two
cents, your sales need to be a little
more than 50. Or to break even at two
dollars, a little more than 3. (There is
no extra charge when editors change the
content of a badge.)
To further illustrate, suppose in a week
you made 5000 sales at 20 cents. That
would be a gross of $1000. Your net
revenue would be 88 percent of that, less
the $2.80 cost of the badge. Bottom line,
$877.20
BUT WHY PAY FOR WHAT’S FREE?
The Clean Machine has earned its two
cents, we believe, because our customers
appreciate how we present their content.
Snap translations between English and
Spanish, for one. And simply supplying
the body copy in a size preferred by
customers is certainly worth two cents.
Have you tried the “sun/moon” button?
If a significant portion of your
readers already has a ticket, the
transaction is effortless and the cost
insignificant. For readers with
preferences, micropayment content will be
preferred. And among the most likely
buyers of enhanced content will be those
who have already read the “free” version.
More advantages from the customers’
perspective: Buy now, read later. Focus
on what you really want. Your purchases
are automatically saved, are easy to
print, and can be downloaded.
All this is not worth nothing!
The Clean Machine has twelve prices.
the lower tier is 2 cents, 4 cents, 8
cents or 10 cents. The higher tier,
“enhanced content”, has prices of 20
cents, 40 cents 60 cents or 80 cents.
REVENUE POTENTIAL
Here are two scenarios, one for a
publication of 4000 readers, and the
other with 40,000 readers. These are
purely speculations, but they illustrate
how the key metrics might play out.
The key metrics: How many ticket
holders are there? How often will they
buy, and what will be the average price?

Imagine a well-liked print publication
with a weekly circulation of 4000. Thanks
to house ads, email promotions, and
people talking about it, 1500 readers
have been persuaded to become ticket
holders. Let’s suppose they buy four
items each week with an average net price
of 28 cents. Added up, this is:
1500 @ .28 x 4 = $1680, new weekly
revenue. Annually, $87,360.
Now suppose there is a 40,000
circulation daily paper with a large
online viewership. With an average net
ticket price of 9 cents, 9000 ticket
holders buy an average of 7 things per
week. Added up:
9000 @ .09 x 7 = $5670. Annually,
$294,840.
Of course these are only projections of
what could be achieved. Starting off with
a population that has never seen or heard
of Newspaper Tickets, success will rely
on a long-term
plan. At least
early on, most of
the “sales” might
be free tickets.
HERE’S THE DEAL
1. The Clean Machine accepts
money from the
customer, pays the
credit card fee, and issues a ticket
with a money balance.
2. The Clean Machine distributes money to
the owners of the ticket windows from
which the customers make purchases.
3. Two types of ad spaces exist on the
Start Page. Publications set their own
prices and keep the advertising revenue.
The Clean Machine charges a fixed fee.
4. A Newspaper Ticket works at any
participating site of the Clean Machine
Network. There are no exclusive
territories.
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PRICING STRATEGIES
A low price is the key to the “impulse
buy”, a universal tendency of human
nature. People enjoy spending their
money, especially the small change. Too
bad there isn’t anyplace where two cents,
or even a dime, can buy anything at all.
Except now there is.
In ages past, there was plenty that
Americans could buy with a few coins.
Now there’s nothing. In joining the
Clean Machine Network, you are re-claiming a price territory left vacant by the
passage of time.
But why should anybody pay for online
content anyway? Because of how it’s
presented.
PRESENTATION VALUE
Having the print size too small is
common on the Internet, and an impediment
for anyone past the age of 50, or so: an
important market segment. What a bore it
is to have to re-adjust this using the
browser controls every time you want to
read something!
And readers can enjoy Spanish if they
prefer it. Our automated translations are
probably better than translation by
browser. But publications would probably
prefer translation by human when the
audience was significant. Our program
accommodates two editors working together
to accomplish this.
How often do readers get interrupted,
and want to finish reading something
later? They don’t want to resort to
bookmarks every time. Your purchase is
saved automatically, in the Ticket
Report.
If you want to continue a story as you
drive, or working in the kitchen, or
walking about, you can have it narrated
to you, in English or Spanish.
It can be very awkward to make a
printout of an HTML page. If you want to
keep a story for your library, or share
it, the Clean Machine is for you. People
don’t want to resort to bookmarks every
time.
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Use the SAVE button to download a TXT
file, which is suitable for including in
email, or a PDF file of your own design.
ENHANCED VALUE
For a readership that is used to paying
4 cents for a story, what would it take
to persuade them to pay a dime or more?
The Clean Machine slide show is as
effective for the customer as it is for
the editors. Photos can easily be viewed,
and any of them downloaded. Typically,
the reporter or photographer returns from
an assignment with a lot of pictures that
never get used. With the Clean Machine,
all the photos worth looking at can be
routinely delivered with purchased
content.
The SAVE button in the Colored
Rectangle has options for downloading
content called “PEN” and “ZIP”. These are
a file (in any format) and/or a folder as
a compressed, ZIP file. If present, the
customer gets the content of the PEN and
ZIP downloads at no extra charge. These
are the “bonus values.”
All these are reasons customers would
pay more than a dime for something. They
already know they like it, and they may
already have read it too. Editors must
communicate that there is added value in
this micropayment content that makes the
purchase worthwhile.
KEEPSAKE ITEMS
The Clean Machine has a maximum price
of four dollars. What would it take to
make sales for a dollar or more?
Sometimes there will be a big story
that is worth a dollar to a large number
of people. A local disaster, wild animals
on the loose, a big fire....
And whenever a story results from an
exceptional effort by the staff, that
might well be worth a dollar.
But more likely, a “Keepsake” item will
be of value to only a relatively small
number of people. It might be something



With this foundation, editorial
coverage can be expanded. New ideas can
be tried, and then continued or discarded according to the revenue they
bring in.
A mass audience is not always necessary if a specialized audience can be
served. Micropayment is a new source of
revenue.

of sentimental value. Like an anniversary
picture, or a sports picture. It might be
a routine event that is nevertheless of
special interest to some people, like a
government meeting or a ribbon cutting.
And certainly a cooking recipe is worth
a dollar if the customer is convinced the
cook is really good. After all, there’s
the expense of the food, and the time
involved, and the importance of having a
meal turn out well. A dollar is nothing
for all of that.
Typically at year-end, there is a
compendium of the biggest stories or best
photos of the year. Or past columns from
a well-followed writer. Letters to the
editor. Whole editions, or special
editions.
These are the kind of things you’re
going to cover anyway, but now, a fair
price can be realized.

Simply counting clicks is a less
effective measure. The number of clicks
is a consequence of web page design,
and the efficacy of the user’s connection. The same user might click the
same story more
than once, or by
accident. Many
clicks come from
readers who are
not really interested, but just
wandering around.
In closing . . .
The appearance of the Clean Machine
logo should bring a sense of trust and
familiarity for any participating
publications.
Our bureau contract includes a “code
of conduct”: Paid content must be delivered immediately without any further
payment or complication. Expectations
promised in a ticket window must be
fulfilled ....
Let us have faith that the customers
are sympathetic to our cause, and want
us to stay in business. We would be remiss not to ask for help when we need
it.Therefore we say, “Your pennies keep
the presses rolling!”

MEASURE CUSTOMER DEMAND
Micropayments are a measure of customer
demand like never before. It’s not just
what the customers want that we can
learn, but how much they want it.
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